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I 

 

Abstract 

Biofidelity of finite element head model (FEHM) includes geometric and material aspects. A 

FEHM with inhomogeneous material properties was proposed to improve material biofidelity. 

The proposed FEHM was validated against experimental data and good agreements were ob-

served. The capability of the proposed model in simulating large tissue deformation was also 

demonstrated. Influences of inhomogeneous material properties on the mechanical responses of 

head were investigated by comparing with homogeneous material model. The inhomogeneous 

material properties induce large peak strains in head constituents, which are probably the cause of 

various brain injuries. 

Helmets are effective in preventing head injuries. Parametric studies were conducted to investi-

gate how changes in helmet shell stiffness, foam density and pad thickness influence the perfor-

mance of a helmet in protecting the brain. Results showed that strain energy absorbed by foam 

component, contact stress on the interfaces and intracranial responses are significantly affected by 

foam density and pad thickness. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction  

1.1 Background  

Traumatic Brain Injuries (TBI) are one of the main causes of death or permanent disabil-

ity in daily life. The brain is the center of the human body’s nervous system and consists 

of billions of nerve cells connected to other parts of the body. Any damage to the brain 

will affect the functionalities of all other parts of the body. Although protected by the 

skull, the brain is very vulnerable to impacts.  The increased use of mobile vehicles in 

daily life is the main cause of brain injuries [1]. A survey conducted in 1998 shows that 

traffic accidents were the leading cause of death for individuals aged from 1 to 34 years 

in the United States [2]. In the European Union countries, there were about 45000 report-

ed fatalities and 1.5 million casualties in 1995 [3]. Despite the use of protection equip-

ment such as belts, air bags and helmets, and stricter governmental regulations, traffic ac-

cidents were still responsible for about 40% of all TBI cases in the United Kingdom in 

1997 [4]. TBI not only causes serious disabilities to individuals, such as long-term head-

ache, vision or hearing problems, sleep disorders and mood changes, but also causes an 
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enormous burden to society, especially the medical system. Direct medical costs and indi-

rect costs were estimated $60 billion in the United States in 2000 [5]. Since TBI is now a 

serious public health problem, the mechanism of how an impact to the head causes brain 

injuries has to be understood. Because of the limitation and ethnic problem involved in 

experiment studies, the finite element method (FEM) is widely utilized to study the bio-

mechanics of TBI. 

Helmets have been proven effective in reducing the incidence and severity of head inju-

ries in accidents. For instance,  motorcycle related deaths were reduced by 29% during 

1972-1987, while during 1993-2000 the reduction was further increased to 37% due to 

the improvement in helmet design and advances in materials [6]. The typical structure of 

a helmet includes two layers: the stiff outside layer, and a relatively soft inner layer. 

Changes in the mechanical properties of the two layers will affect helmet performance. 

Improving the design of helmet to reduce brain injuries is an important research topic in 

Biomechanical Engineering. 

1.2 Objectives of the Reported Research 

The objective of this thesis is to develop a three dimensional (3D) finite element head 

model (FEHM) with improved material biofidelity to study the mechanical mechanisms 

of brain injuries. The ability of the developed model in predicting brain injuries and the 

influences of inhomogeneous material properties on the model will be investigated. After 

the validation of the 3D FEHM, the head model is used in parameter studies of helmet 
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design. The influences of shell stiffness, foam density and foam thickness are studied to 

improve helmet design. 

1.3 Basic Anatomy Structure of Human Head 

To understand the mechanical mechanisms involved in brain injuries, the basic anatomi-

cal components of a human head are introduced in this section. Generally speaking, the 

human head can be simplified as a four layers structure separated by the skin, skull, brain, 

and meninges [7]. The stiff skull bone provides a major protection to the brain from for-

eign object penetration. It can be viewed as a three-layered sandwich structure. The inner 

and outer tables are stiff compact bone, and the middle layer is the relative soft diploe. 

Between the brain and skull are three other protective coverings, they are membranes 

named dura mater, arachnoid, and pia mater. They enclose the brain, spinal cord, and the 

central nerves system. These meninges consist primarily of connective tissues, and they 

form part of the walls of blood vessels and sheaths of nerves. Between the arachnoid and 

the brain is cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) bathing and circulating around the brain. It cush-

ions the brain and spinal cord during impact. However, it cannot constrain the brain from 

motion relative to the skull [8]. As an additional protection, there are fibrous filaments 

known as arachnoid trabeculations, which extend from the arachnoid to the pia and 

bridge the brain to prevent it from excessive movement in cases of sudden acceleration or 

deceleration [1]. 

The brain consists of the cerebrum, cerebellum and brain stem. The brain is partly sepa-

rated into the left and right hemispheres by the falx cerebri. The tentorium separates the 
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cerebrum from the cerebellum and brain stem and connects to the dural membrane (Fig. 

1). The cerebrum is the largest part of the brain. Each hemisphere is divided into four 

lobes: the frontal lobe, the temporal lobe, the parietal lobe and the occipital lobe. The 

outer layer of the cerebrum consists of gray matter and white matter. An important part of 

the white matter is the corpus callosum which connects the two hemispheres of the cere-

brum. The brain stem connects the brain with the spinal cord and it goes through the fo-

ramen magnum. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Para-sagittal section view of human head (modified from [9] ) 

1.4 Brain Injury Mechanisms 

Based on clinical observations, brain injuries can be classified into two categories: focal 

injuries and diffuse injuries. Focal injuries refer to local damages to the brain usually ac-

companied by bleeding, while diffuse brain injuries involve the rupture of brain tissues, 

which are usually invisible [10]. Epidural hematomas, subdural hematomas, and contu-
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sions (coup and contrecoup) are the general forms of focal injuries, while diffuse injuries 

comprise of brain swelling, concussion, and diffuse axonal injury (DAI) [11] . 

1.4.1 Focal injuries 

Focal injuries are characterized by bleeding within the skull. They more commonly ap-

pear when the head strikes, or is struck by an object. Focal injury may or may not be ac-

companied by skull fractures. Epidural, subdural, and subarachnoid bleedings are usually 

signs of focal injuries in the spaces between the meninges. Blood clot that develops out-

side the dura, between the skull and dura, is known as epidural hematoma. When it de-

velops between the brain and the dura, is called subdural hematoma. Blood leaking into 

CSF is known as a sub-arachnoid hematoma. Among all these focal injuries, the most 

common one is contusion (coup-contrecoup) brain injury. The CSF acts as a cushion to 

provide protection to the brain. Nevertheless, due to its fluid-like property, it cannot sus-

tain the shear stress/strains. During an impact, the translational cranial motion causes rel-

ative brain movements with the skull; as a result, the brain parenchyma is displaced away 

from the site of the skull impact (coup) and toward the opposite (contrecoup) site result-

ing in the more severe brain contusion (Fig. 2). Coup contusion is induced by a slapping 

effect of the skull hitting the brain; while the bouncing of the brain against the inner pos-

terior surface of the skull and the possible development of cavitation bubbles within the 

brain due to high negative pressures would cause the contrecoup lesions [12-14]. The 

growth and collapse of these bubbles are very harmful to brain vessels and are one of the 

possible reasons for the local tissue damages. This phenomenon is also known as contre 

cavitation or negative pressure theory. 
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Fig. 2 Dynamics of coup-contrecoup injury [8] 

Another theory advocated by several authors to explain this coup-contrecoup 

phenomenon is the shear strain theory [13, 15]. Because of high water content (about 

80%) in the brain, it is considered as nearly incompressible. The dynamic bulk modulus 

of  brain tissue is about 2.1 GPa which is approximately 
510 times larger than the shear 

modulus [8]. Thus, damage of brain tissue is determined mainly by shear strength of 

brain tissues. Shear strains/stresses induced during the impact process are the major cause 

for the rupture of bridging blood vessels. 

However, these theories are still controversial, and some of them don’t conform to the 

clinical observations [16]. For example, in substantial autopsy studies, for all the cases 

that have receieved a blow to the head, only one presents a contre-coup lesion [17]. 

During the contre-coup lesion, desipte the negative pressures are observed at the contre-

coup site, they often may not be high enough to cause damage to the brain [18, 19]. 
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1.4.2 Diffuse injuries 

Unlike focal injuries which can be observed by naked eyes or visualized by the CT scans, 

diffuse damages are on the cellular level. Diffuse injuries have the common forms as 

edema, DAI and concussion. Edema is resulted swelling of the brain; it becomes danger-

ous when the swelling causes a considerable increase in the intracranial pressure which 

can prevent blood from entering the skull to deliver glucose and oxygen to the brain. 

Concussion, which is the most common head injury diagnosed, involves immediate loss 

of consciousness. DAI is accompanied by ruptures of long nerve fibres called axons in 

the cerebral hemispheres and white matter. Billions of nerve cells which are connected 

with distant nerve cells through axons located in the gray matter. Severe sudden twisting 

or torqueing of the brain, as occurred in a sudden acceleration/deceleration-whiplash-

accident, can stretch, twist, and damage these axonal fibres. Depending on the locations 

of damages, DAI has three stages of lesions [20]. Stage 1 lesions usually locate at the 

gray-white matter junction. Stage 2 lesions involve the corpus callosum. Stage 3 lesions 

are the most severe and involve the brainstem. 

Mechanical mechanisms of diffuse injuries are still not fully understood by researchers. 

A rotational acceleration which results in the shear stress/strain contributes to both focal 

and diffuse brain injuries, while linear acceleration is considered as the cause of focal 

brain injuries. However,  King et al. [21] proposed that the large strain rate was a better 

indicator of the brain injuries than the stress/strain or pressure gradient theory. 

Understanding of the brain injury mechanisms needs both improvement at the 

experimental techniques and clinical observation technologies. 
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Chapter 2 

Three-Dimensional Finite Element 

Head Model with Improved Material 

Biofidelity 

2.1 Introduction 

Biomechanics of brain injuries caused by impact is a 3D dynamic problem. The internal 

biomechanical responses of the brain, i.e. the transient stress distributions induced by the 

dynamic loading, cannot be completely measured by experimental techniques. Sensors 

for measuring stresses and strains cannot be installed in the brain. Hence, other methods 

are developed, for example, analytical modeling and numerical simulation. 
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Analytical models are based on the principle of mechanics and produce solutions to head 

impact problems by solving a set of mathematical governing equations [22-24]. However, 

this approach is limited to relatively regular geometry, simple boundary conditions and 

homogeneous material properties, due to mathematical difficulties in formulation and so-

lution of the governing equations. 

The FEM implemented in computer codes is an efficient numerical procedure for produc-

ing approximate solutions to complex problems such as head injury analysis. In principle, 

the FEM uses piece-wise polynomials to approximate the original continuous unknown 

field functions. The geometrically complex problem domain is represented by finite ele-

ments. The domain occupied by the head model geometry is discretized into a finite 

number of elements. The advantage of FEM over the other methods is that it can include 

irregular geometry, inhomogeneous and nonlinear material properties and complex 

boundary and loading conditions. For a given mechanical impact, the finite element (FE) 

analysis can predict stress/strain distributions in the brain. 

Head injuries are caused by excessive stresses or strains induced by impact. Identifying 

the correlation between mechanical responses of brain tissue induced by impact and the 

neurological and pathological symptoms is the ultimate objective for biomechanical stud-

ies of brain injuries. For example, phenomena such as contre-coup lesion and DAI are ac-

companied by the large pressure and stress/strain distributions. The large relative motion 

between the brain and the skull may cause subarachnoid haemorrhage when the head ac-

celeration reaches a certain magnitude [25]. 
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2.2 Existing Finite Element Models for Studying Brain Injuries 

During the last few decades, different FE models of the head have been developed to ob-

tain a better understanding of the mechanical responses of human head under different 

dynamic loadings. The developed FE models have shown a great improvement handling 

in geometric complexity with advances in computer technology. In the following sections, 

a brief review is conducted on the recently developed 3D FEHM used for brain injury 

analysis. 

2.2.1 Finite Element Models Including Different Anatomical Parts of 

the Head 

Ward and Thompson [26] in 1975 developed one of the first 3D FEHM to replicate the 

experiment results from cadaver tests.  The major components of a head were included in 

their model. The brain tissue was represented by 189 eight-node brick elements. The dura 

mater, falx and tentorium membranes were modeled by 80 four-node shell elements. The 

skull was modeled as a rigid body, while the CSF and brain were modeled as a linear 

elastic material. In 1982, a brain FE model was developed by Ward [27]. The membranes 

and fluid were included, while the skull was not. He found that the internal folds of dura, 

falx influenced the mechanical responses of brain, the high normal stresses caused seri-

ous brain injury, and the combined tension and shear stresses produced subarachnoid 

haemorrhage. 

In 1993, Ruan et al. [28] developed a FEHM which was the first version of the Wayne 

State University brain injury model. It included the scalp, skull, brain, dura mater and 
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falx cerebri. In his model, the brain was modeled as a visco-elastic material. In 1995, 

Zhou et al. [29] presented a detailed FEHM based on Ruan’s work. The grey and white 

matter, ventricles inside the brain and the bridging veins were introduced in this model. 

The FE mesh was also considerably refined. The numerical model was validated by com-

parison with the intracranial pressure data from Nahum et al. [30]. The shear stress distri-

butions in brain were found to be affected by this inhomogeneous brain (grey and white 

matter) and the inclusion of ventricles. They believed that shear strain levels in the corpus 

callosum is a predictor of DAI and the occurrence of subdural hematoma was closely re-

lated to the impact direction. Zhang et al. [31] later improved the Wayne State University 

brain injury model, by introducing the sliding interface between the skull and the brain 

and refining the model with much finer meshes. The new version of the Wayne State 

University brain injury model consisted of all essential anatomical features of a 50
th

 per-

centile male head, including the scalp, skull with an outer table, diploe, inner table, dura, 

falx cerebri, tentorium, pia, sagittal sinus, transverse sinus, CSF, white and grey matter, 

cerebellum, brainstem, lateral ventricles, third ventricles and bridging veins. A facial 

model composed of 14 facial bones was also included to simulate features of the human 

face. The brain was characterised as viscoelastic, and elastic-plastic material model was 

used for cortical and cancellous bones of the head. This FEHM was used to study the mi-

nor traumatic brain injury sustained by American football players. 

Kang et al. developed the University Louis Pasteur FEHM in 1997 [32]. The geometry of 

the skull was constructed by digitising a human adult male skull. The main anatomical 

features were modelled, i. e., the skull, falx, tentorium, subarachnoid space, scalp, cere-
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brum, cerebrum, cerebellum and brain stem. An elastic material model was used for the 

brain-skull interface. Material properties of the CSF, scalp, facial bones, tentorium and 

falx were all isotropic and homogeneous, while the brain was assigned with viscoelastic 

properties. The University Louis Pasteur head model was evaluated by simulating Na-

hum’s cadaver head impact test. In 2004, Deck et al. improved this FEHM by composing 

a detailed complex geometry of a skull, including the evolution of the skull thickness 

throughout the skull and, for the first time, the reinforced beams which play an important 

role in its dynamic response to impact [33]. 

In 2002, Kleiven and Hardy [34] proposed a detailed and parameterised FE model of the 

adult human head, namely the Kungliga Tekniska Hosgskolan FEHM. A simplified neck, 

including the extension of the brain stem to the spinal cord, the dura mater, spine, muscle 

and skin, were modelled. Geometries of these tissues were extracted based on the con-

tours of the color photos from the Visible Human Database. The number of elements and 

mesh density can be changed as desired; this feature makes this FE model parameterised. 

Takhounts and Eppinger in 2003 proposed the simulated injury monitor FE model [35]. It 

consisted of the rigid skull, the dura-CSF layer, the brain, the falx cerebri and the bridg-

ing veins. The brain was simplified in order to save the run-time. The region under the 

brain and the tentorium was modelled as a continuation of the dura-CSF layer and did not 

represent either the cerebellum or the midbrain. The skull was assumed to be rigid, 

whereas the rest of the head was considered as deformable, linear viscoelastic, isotropic, 

and homogeneous. This model was used to replicate 24 cases of 1712 impacts in college 

football to investigate the potential TBI. The injury metrics such as cumulative strain 
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damage measure, relative motion damage measure, and dilatational damage measure 

were established based on these measured data. 

Zong et al. develop a 3D FEHM in 2006 [36]. In his model, the brain was modeled as a 

homogeneous material. The CSF was modeled by a material whose Poisson’s ratio was 

near 0.5 and behaved like an incompressible fluid. The neck was modeled as three parts, 

spinal cord, cervical bone and disc. The Structural intensity (SI) methodology was intro-

duced to assess the injury likelihood of the head subjected to impact loading. SI was a 

vector quantity indicating the direction and magnitude of energy flow inside the head.  

Three cases, namely frontal, rear and side impacts were studied to compute the SI distri-

bution in the head. He found that the spinal cord suffered from strong wave motion and 

had high SI distribution during the impact. Thus, the high possibility of spinal cord injury 

was more related to wave motion inside the head. He suggested that the protective 

equipment was effective when the impact force was reduced to such an extent that no se-

vere strong wave motion was built inside the head. 

Based on recent advances in medical imaging techniques and in computational methods, 

voxel-based finite element head model was developed to investigate mechanisms of head 

injuries.  In 2008, Watanabe et al. developed a voxel-based FEHM [37]. This model was 

established by converting the voxel in CT images to FE meshes, and it consisted of 1.22 

million hexahedron elements and 10 tissues. The simulation of the head subjected to a 

lateral rotational impact was conducted to understand the mechanism of DAI. The ob-

tained results showed that larger stresses occurred in the brain stem and cerebral limbic 

system accounted for the DAI. 
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Y. Chen and M. O. Starzewski developed a FEHM through an efficient magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI) voxel-based mesh generation method [38]. This 3D FE model of 

the human head was able to capture the important geometric characteristics of the various 

components within the human head. The thin CSF layer was modeled by a homogenized 

solid material with bulk modulus of 21.9 MPa and shear modulus of 50 KPa. These val-

ues of moduli indicated the CSF layer was much more sensitive to the shear strain/stress. 

The brain tissues were modeled as viscoelastic materials with strong strain rate depend-

ence. 

2.2.2 Finite Element Models Considering Interfaces between Head 

Tissues 

Of all the interfaces among head tissues, the skull-brain interface is the most important 

one. There are many blood vessels in the space between the skull and the brain. Exces-

sive relative motion between the brain and the skull may result in rupture of vessels. Sev-

eral methods for modeling the skull-brain interfaces are proposed in the literature. The 

simplest one is to connect the skull and the brain using a set of nodes connected to the 

two tissues [38-40]. This method is easy to be implemented, but it does not allow relative 

motion between the brain and the skull. In order to simulate the relative motion, solid el-

ements with low shear modulus were used to represent the space filled by CSF [29, 32, 

41].  

Contact models were also utilized to simulate the kinematic and kinetic behaviour be-

tween surfaces of the skull and the brain. The mechanical behaviour of interface was 
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modelled by a number of degrees of freedom in the relative tangential and normal direc-

tion of the skull and the brain. In some models only tangential motion between the brain 

and the skull is allowed [42]. Both of the tangential and the normal separation motions 

were simulated by Kuijpers et al. [43] and Ueno et al. [44].  Tangential interaction be-

tween the skull and the brain is modeled as slip with different friction coefficients or as 

frictionless motion in different models [45]. A failure criterion is employed to specify to 

what extent the skull and the brain can be separated [46]. 

2.2.3 Validation of FEHMs 

After the establishment of FEHM, the next critical step is the validation of the head mod-

el. Only when the FEHM is validated against experiment results, the results produced by 

FEHM can be considered as reliable. 

One way of validation is based on modal analysis [45, 47, 48]. Modal analysis provides 

dynamic characteristics of the system under consideration.  Nature frequencies and corre-

sponding vibration modes of the whole head system can be determined by experiments. If 

the calculated eigen-frequencies are equal or close to the measured data, the FEHM is re-

liable. 

The second way for validating FEHM, which is the most popular one in the literature, is 

based on comparison of intracranial pressure. Two cadaveric experiments were conduct-

ed by Nahum et al. [30] and Trosseille et al. [49] respectively. In Nahum’s experiment, a 

seated human cadaver was impacted by a 5.6 kg impactor at a velocity of 9.94 m/s. Intra-

cranial pressure data at five locations, i.e., coup (impact site), contrecoup (opposite im-

pact site), parietal and two occipital sites, were recorded. This head impact test measured 
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the transient information of the head in terms of local pressures. Because of the short du-

ration of the impact (approximately 6 ms), the support from the neck was considered hav-

ing trivial effect on kinematic responses of the head [38, 50]. A free-boundary condition, 

meaning there is no constraint at the head-neck joint, is usually employed. In Trosseille’s 

experiment, the general preparation of the cadavers was similar to those in Nahum’s ex-

periment. Six tests involving three cadavers were conducted. The cadavers were impacted 

by a 23.4 kg impactor at a speed of 7 m/s. The 3D head kinematics was measured by ac-

celerometers installed onto the skull. The pulse duration in his experiment was about 15 

ms, therefore, neck support would have effect on the kinematic responses of the head. 

Unlike in the previous experiments, Hardy et al. [51] measured the relative brain motion 

with respect to the skull using a high-speed, bi-planar x-ray system and neutral density 

targets. In his experiment, each cadaver was subjected to multiple tests, either struck at 

rest using a 152 mm diameter padded impactor, or stopped by an angled surface from a 

steady-state motion. An array of multiple neutral density targets were implanted in two 

columns, each had 5 or 6 targets, with a distance of 10 mm between targets in a column 

and 80 mm between columns. These targets were implanted in the temporoparietal and 

occipitoparietal region. The subsequent relative displacement of each neutral density tar-

get was used in FEHM validation. 

Due to the difficulties involved in tracking the various localized dynamic behaviour of 

the head, available experimental data are also very limited. It is obvious that tissue condi-

tions in a cadaver are different from those in vivo. Therefore, experimental data obtained 

by cadaveric experiments can only provide a qualitative validation for FEHM. 
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2.2.4 Injury Criteria 

Based on FE solutions, injury criteria are developed for predicting head injuries. Head in-

jury criterion (HIC) developed by Versace et al. [52] uses head translational accelerations 

to predict head injury.  The criterion is expressed as 

2

1

2.5

2 1 max

2 1

1
[{ ( ) } ( )]

( )

t

t
HIC a t dt t t

t t
 

               (1) 

Where ( )a t  is the resultant linear acceleration,  1t  and 2t are the starting and ending in-

stants of the interval (in seconds) during which the head sustains the acceleration. HIC is 

a good indicator for brain injuries in some cases [53]. However, poor correlation between 

HIC and injury severity has been found in various directional impacts [54]. The main 

drawback of HIC is that the rotation accelerations of the head are not considered. Due to 

the convenience of measuring head accelerations than measuring intracranial response, 

HIC has been adopted in safety standards of head protection devices. 

Newman et al. [55] proposed another head injury criterion called Head Injury Power 

(HIP). The HIP criterion given in Eq. (2) is based on the change rate of translational and 

rotational kinetic energy. It includes all the six degrees of freedom of motions. The max-

imum value of the function during the impact represents the maximum power input to the 

head and serves as a standard by which the probability of head injury can be assessed. 

i i ii i iHIP m a a dt I dt                      (2) 

Where m is the mass of the head (kg), ia is the linear acceleration (
2/m s ), iiI  is the mo-

ment of inertia ( 2kg m ), and i  is the angular acceleration (
2/rad s ). 
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HIC and HIP provide an estimation of the injury risk of external mechanical loadings 

based on the acceleration data, but they do not take into account the internal mechanical 

response of the head. More accurate prediction of brain injuries can be done by using in-

tracranial mechanical responses obtained from finite element simulations. One example is 

provided by Takhounts et al. [35]. The developed injury predictive criteria such as cumu-

lative strain damage measure, relative motion damage measure, and dilatational damage 

measure are used for evaluating DAI, acute subdural hematoma, and contusions [35].  

2.3 Construction of Geometric Model of the Head 

With the aid of medical images, the geometric biofidelity of head model has been greatly 

improved by including as many head components as possible. Basically, there are two 

methods to construct the geometric model of the head, surface-based method [35, 36, 50] 

and voxel-based method [37, 38]. The general procedure of the surface-based method is 

briefly described here. First, a set of thresholds is defined to distinguish tissue compo-

nents from medical images; secondly, the boundary surfaces are extracted to form the ge-

ometry of each component; and then the head components are assembled to form the 

whole head model. This method has many drawbacks. The main one is that it will lead to 

very poor mesh quality. Boundary surfaces are key components for constructing the ge-

ometric model. However, the geometry of surfaces of head tissues is very complex due to 

the complicated anatomic structure of the head. The complex geometric model brings 

challenges to generating high quality meshes, and thus affects the accuracy of FE solu-

tions. In order to improve mesh quality, some small geometric characteristics have to be 
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ignored. For instance, the folding surface of the cerebral cortex, and the non-uniform dis-

tribution of CSF layer are modelled as uniform surfaces. However, the irregular surfaces 

of these head tissues influence the distribution and the magnitude of maximum stress and 

strain in the brain when subjected to impact [33, 56]. Besides, construction of a geometric 

model to include all head tissues is very time-consuming. 

In the voxel-based method, image pixels are directly converted into finite elements. In 

this method, head tissues still need to be segmented. The pixels located within the corre-

sponding component are converted into finite elements. The huge number of elements is 

the main problem of this method. About 1.22 million hexahedron elements are required 

to represent the head [37]; even only the skull and the brain are considered, more than 

one million of finite elements are needed [38]. The large number of elements will greatly 

decrease the computational efficiency. 

2.4 Material Properties of Head Tissues 

To avoid these drawbacks, a non-segmentation method is introduced here to set up the 

head model. The outmost surface of the head is extracted from medical images, and the 

solid geometric model is established based on this surface model. Finite elements are 

generated in ANSYS from the geometric model. In the non-segmentation model, interior 

details of head tissues are not included. Different head tissues will be represented by as-

signing different material properties.  In the following section, the procedure for mapping 

material properties from medical images to FEHM will be introduced. 
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2.4.1 Segmentation of head components 

Once the FE mesh is generated, the FE model requires assignment of material properties.  

Different mass densities expressed as HU values in medical images represent different 

head tissues. Distilled water has zero HU at standard temperature and pressure (STP); the 

air has HU of -1000 at STP. HU distribution across one slice of CT image of the head is 

plotted in Fig. 3. 

a)  b)   

Fig. 3  a) HU distribution along one CT section b) the corresponding CT image 

The head model is approximately divided into four main components according to the 

HU distribution, i.e., the skull, the brain tissue, the CSF and the others. The HU value of 

the skull cortical bone is in the range of [1255, 1955], while the HU range of the skull 

cancellous bone is in [755, 1255]. The HU ranges of the rest components are listed in Ta-

ble 2. After the segmentation of different components, the next step is to relate these HU 

values to the mechanical properties.  
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2.4.2 Viscoelastic Material Model for Head Tissues 

From the point view of engineering materials, the soft brain tissues behave like a soft gel. 

The mechanical behaviour of the gel-like brain can be described by the viscoelastic mate-

rial model. Viscoelastic materials exhibit both viscous and elastic behaviour when they 

are subject to loading and undergo deformation. The viscous behaviour is like the gradual 

deformation of grease, and the elasticity is like a rubber band that stretches instantaneous-

ly and quickly returns to its original state once the load is removed [57]. This mixed be-

haviour of elastic and viscous components can be represented by a spring and a dashpot 

working in series or in parallel. One distinct characteristic of a viscoelastic material is the 

time dependence of their mechanical behaviour. The time-dependence behaviour of vis-

coelastic materials can be studied by means of two types of experiments: creep and stress 

relaxation [58].  

Creep is a slow continuous deformation of a material under constant stress. Relaxation is 

the behaviour that when a viscoelastic material is subjected to a constant strain, the 

stresses in the material gradually decrease. The stresses/strains in a viscoelastic material 

may vary significantly with time even though the applied loads and boundary conditions 

are kept unchanged. To describe the viscoelastic behavior of materials, there are three 

basic mathematical models, the Maxwell model, the Kelvin model and and standard 

linear solid model [59]. To more accurately describe the behaviour of a specific 

viscoelastic material, a number of springs and dashpots may be needed and arranged in a 

propoer way. 
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Inclusion of more elements in a material model makes the practical use of the model 

more difficulty. A balance should be considered between accuracy and the practicality. 

One example is the Zener model [60]. Zener or standar solid model uses three elements 

as shown in Fig. 4. It consists of the Maxwell model in parallel with a spring. The stress-

strain relation describing the material behavior is given as follows [61], 

0

( ) ( )
( ) ( )r r

d t d t
t E t E

dt dt

 
                   (3) 

Where 1= /Er  is the relaxation time,  is the dashpot viscosity, 0 1 2E E E   and 2E E  , 

1E and 2E  are spring constants. 

The modified Zener model, where the fractional derivative is introduced, is more accurate 

in discribing a class of viscoelastic materials [60, 62-64]. The constitutive equation of the 

modified Zener model is [63], 

0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t D t E t E D t                        (4) 

Where ( )D t and ( )D t  are fractional derivative ( 0 1  ) of the stress and the strain, 

respectively. Note that if we set 1  , the constitutive equation is reduced to Eq. (3). 

 

Fig. 4 The Zener model 
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In this thesis, we only consider the 1   case, the basic Zener model is thus used. The 

creep and relaxation functions are calculated from the constitutive equations, known as 

[61], 

0( ) ( )exp( )
t

G t E E E


                     (5) 

0 0

1 1 1
( ) ( )exp( )

E t
J t

E E E E 


 

                  (6) 

Where ( )G t  is the relaxation function which is used to describe the viscoelasticity of 

brain tissue, ( )J t  is the creep function. 

To obtain the stress-strain relation for brain tissues, experimental data are required.  

Creep and relaxtion data of brain tissues provided in [60] were used. Parameters of the 

material model are obtained by using the experiment data from [60] and the NonlinearFit 

command in Mathematica. The obtained parameters are listed in Table 1, and the 

relaxation behavior of the model is plotted in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5 Relaxation behaviour of brain tissue (reproduced from [60]) 
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Table 1 Parameters in the viscoelastic mode of brain tissues 

 E
(kPa) 0E (kPa)  (s) 

 

G 2.242 5.847 14.2235 1 

 

In this thesis, commercial finite element software, ANSYS, was adopted in head injury 

analysis, and the element SOLID185 was used. The element has eight nodes and each 

node has three degrees of freedom. The software is not only able to simulate material be-

haviour such as plasticity, hyperelasticity, stress stiffening, creep, large strains, but also 

has the capability of predicting deformations of nearly incompressible elastoplastic mate-

rials, and fully incompressible hyperelastic mateirals [65]. 

In element SOLID185, the time-dependence viscoelasticity of a material is represented in 

terms of Prony series [65]: 

0
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[ exp( )]
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G G
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                 (7) 
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                 (8) 

Where: 

G , iG = shear elastic moduli 

K , iK = bulk elastic moduli 

G

i , K

i = relaxation times for each Prony component 

0

G i
i

G
G

  is relative shear elastic moduli 
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0
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  is relative bulk elastic moduli 
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  is instantaneous shear elastic moduli 

0
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  is instantaneous bulk elastic moduli 

Gn , Kn represent the number of Prony terms, which is also the number of parallel Max-

well models in the extended viscoelastic model. 

The shear and bulk modulus are related to the Young’s modulus by  

2(1 )

E
G





                   (9) 

3(1 2 )

E
K





                   (10) 

The viscoelastic behaviour of brain tissues are described by Eqs. (7), (8), (10), and the 

parameters in Table1. 

2.4.3 Representation of Inhomogeneity of Head Tissues in Finite El-

ement Model  

Biological tissues are inherently inhomogeneous. How to represent inhomogeneity of 

head tissues is a challenging problem. Medical imaging provides a possible way to more 

accurately and more conveniently describe inhomogeneity of biological tissues. HU val-

ues in medical images, e.g. quantitative computed tomography (QCT), provide a realistic 

description of tissue inhomogeneity. Correlations exist between HU values and tissue ap-
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parent density (density measured in fresh and wet conditions), and between tissue appar-

ent density and tissue mechanical properties [66-68]. However, the specific correlation-

ships are dependent on the used scanner, the X-ray energy level, and the tissues being 

scanned [69, 70]. The correlations established by Majumber et al. in [70] was adopted in 

this thesis.  For the cortical bone of the skull, the HU values are in the range of [1255, 

1955], while the apparent densities are in the range of [1.98, 2.27] 3( / )g cm . For a linear 

correlation between HU and tissue apparent density, the two coefficients in the correla-

tion can be determined by using the boundary conditions. The resulting linear correlation 

function is,  

3

co ( / ) 0.000408163( 1045) 1.04898rtical g cm HU           (11) 

Similar procedure was used to determine the correlation function for the cancellous bone,  

3( / ) 0.000476562( 1045) 0.633609cancellous g cm HU           (12) 

Bone Young’s modulus were correlated to bone apparent density by adopting the rela-

tions validated in [71, 72], 

3 2.39( ) 3.891( ( / ))cortical corticalE GPa g cm          (13) 

3 2.46( ) 2.0173( ( / ))cancellous cancellousE GPa g cm
         (14) 

For soft tissues such as the brain, there is no similar research reported in the literature. 

We assumed that there are similar correlations between soft tissue mass density and HU 

value, and between soft tissue mechanical properties and its mass density. The relation-

ship between the apparent brain density and HU values was determined in the same way 

as for the bone. 
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3( / ) 0.000195312( 1045) 0.845313brain g cm HU          (15) 

The Young’s moduli of brain tissue used in the various numerical models presented in the 

literature spread over a range from 0.01 MPa to 5 MPa [45]. Herein, the average value 

(2.5 MPa) of these data is considered, we assume the Young’s modulus of brain tissue in 

the current analysis is in the range of [2, 3] MPa. Similar to Eqs. (13) and (14), the power 

relationship is assumed to describe the relation between apparent density and Young’s 

modulus for brain tissue. The same method as used to determine the coefficient of appar-

ent density and HU values of bone is utilized. The relation between density and Young’s 

modulus of brain tissue is expressed as, 

3 2.72( ) 1.835( ( / ))brain brainE MPa g cm           (16) 

The linear relationship between Poisson’s ratio and mass density is assumed.  The Pois-

son’s ratio of skull bone is in the range of [0.2, 0.3], while the mass density is in the 

range of [1.5, 7.925] 
3g / cm（ ）, so the coefficient can be determined as eq. (17). Similarly, 

the coefficient of relationship between Poisson’s ratio of brain tissue and mass density 

can be determined. The obtained correlations for all head tissues are summarized in Table 

2. 

0.045105 0.154895                      (17)
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Table 2 Summary of functions for correlating head tissue mechanical properties to HU values 

 
The Skull 

Brain tissue 
CSF and 

others 
Cortical bone Cancellous bone 

HU Range 
1255 1955HU   755 1255HU   55 755HU   0 55HU   

Apparent 

Density 
3( / )g cm  

0.000408163(

1045) 1.04898

HU 

 
 

0.000476562(

1045) 0.633609

HU 

 
 

0.000195312(

1045) 0.845313

HU 

 
 

1.045 

Young’s 

Modulus 

2.39( ) 3.891E GPa   
2.46( ) 2.0173E GPa   2.72( ) 1.835E MPa   0.5(MPa) 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

0.045105 0.154895    

 

0.0098 0.48822  

 

0.4998 

2.5 Material Mapping Procedure 

Having established the correlations between tissue mechanical properties and HU values, 

the next step is to assign the mechanical properties to the FEHM. The public software 

BONEMAT has been widely used to assign material properties to the FE models [73-76]. 

In BONEMAT, Young’s modulus is determined from HU values inside an element. For 

each element, the average value of the Yong’s modulus over the element is calculated 

and assigned to the element. Therefore, variation of material properties over the problem 

domain is element-wise. The implementation of the method requires advanced program-

ming or manual manipulations [77]. We introduced a different way for assigning material 

properties to FEHM created in ANSYS. The inhomogeneity of material properties over 

the FE model is introduced by using the temperature as an auxiliary parameter  [72, 78]. 

Unlike the element-wise material distribution, as the temperature is an auxiliary parame-

ter associated with element nodes in ANSYS, the variation of material properties over the 
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problem domain is node-wise, and therefore the newly introduced method is more accu-

rately in representing material inhomogeneity. The apparent density is used as ‘tempera-

ture’ in ANSYS to assign Young’s modulus at each node of the FEHM. This material 

mapping procedure can be divided into several sub-steps: 

(1) Compute Young’s modulus and apparent density corresponding to a given set 

of  CT images using image processing command in MATLAB and the correla-

tion equations  in Table 2. 

(2) Extract nodal coordinates of the FEHM by using ANSYS. 

(3) Calculate material properties at the element nodes using HU values at the el-

ement nodes.  

(4) Define Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio as dependent variables on appar-

ent density using the ‘temperature’ field in ANSYS.  

(5) Apply the nodal apparent mass densities obtained from CT slices to each cor-

responding node in the FEHM, Young’s modulus at the nodes are assigned by 

( )E T  in ANSYS.  

A sample CT slice and the corresponding mass distribution are shown in Fig. 6 to demon-

strate the effectiveness of the mapping procedure. It can be seen from the figure that the 

inhomogeneity in mass distribution is fully captured by the mapping procedure. In the ex-

isting FEHMs, the cerebral cortex is represented by a smooth surface, which definitely af-

fects the accuracy of strains. In our proposed FEHM, the non-smooth cerebral cortex is 

represented by the variation in material properties. Geometric fidelity to individual an-

thropometric parameters such as brain size, skull thickness, etc., is also well represented. 
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Differences in individual anthropometric parameters influence the distribution and mag-

nitude of the maximum stress and strain inside the brain under similar impact [56, 79]. 

 

a) b)  

Fig. 6 a) Mass density distribution; b) Sample CT slice 

In the proposed FEHM, for the skull bones, the obtained mass density is in the range

[1491,2273] 3( / )Kg m , the Young’s modulus obtained by the mapping procedure is in the 

range [5,23]  ( )GPa . For the brain tissues, the density ranges from1060  3( / )Kg m  to

1197 3( / )Kg m ; the Young’s modulus is in the range [2.23,3]  ( )MPa . CSF layer has 

significant impact on the brain’s mechanical response, for example, on the relative dis-

placements between the skull and the brain. The relative displacements can cause contu-

sions, intracerebral haematomas, and contrecoup lesion. In the proposed FEHM, the 

skull-brain interface is modeled also as solid elements but with a very small Young’s 

modulus ( 0.5( )E MPa ). Therefore, the relative motion between the skull and the 

brain is characterized by large displacements the CSF undergoes during an impact pro-

cess. Representation of material inhomogeneity is significantly improved by the above 
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mapping procedure. Sample distributions of mass density and Young’s modulus in the 

middle sagittal section obtained the mapping procedure are shown in Fig. 7.  

a)    b)  

Fig. 7 Mechanical properties obtained by the mapping procedure a) tissue density; b) Young’s modu-

lus 

2.6 Convergence Study 

In the developed FEHM, inhomogeneous material properties are assigned to the corre-

sponding element nodes. The accuracy of the developed FEHM is obviously dependent 

on the number of FE nodes. The convergence of the developed FEHM may also be dif-

ferent from that of conventional FEHMs due to the inclusion of inhomogeneous material 

model. Thus, the convergence of the developed FEHM was studied. The study included 

two aspects, i.e., the effect of mesh density and the effect of time-step length on the con-

vergence of the developed FEHM. The effects of the two factors were measured in terms 

of variations in the maximum von Mises strain and the maximum intracranial pressure. 

Due to the limitation of available computing capacity, a two-dimensional (2D) FEHM 

was used in the convergence study. The 2D FEHM was constructed from a CT slice that 

is 33 mm away from the top of head. A step impulse having duration of 5 ms was used as 
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input, and the responses of the FEHM to the impulse in the first 10 ms were studied, as it 

was found that the maximum intracranial von Mises strain and the maximum intracranial 

pressure occurred in the first 10 ms after the application of the step impulse. FEHMs with 

different number of elements (element nodes) were compared to study the influence of 

mesh density. Results show that the number of nodes has effect on the convergence of the 

developed FEHM. First, it was found that the material mapping results are directly relat-

ed to mesh density. The FEHM with higher mesh density has a much higher fidelity in 

representing the anatomic components of the head as shown in Fig. 8.  

a) b) c)  

Fig. 8 Apparent density distributions in FEHM with a) fine mesh density; b) medium mesh density; 

and c) coarse mesh density 

Second, it was observed that the values of the maximum von Mises strain and the maxi-

mum intracranial pressure approach constants with increasing number of nodes see Figs. 

9 and 10. When the number of nodes reached approximately 25000, the values of the two 

parameters were almost constant. The FE solutions are mesh - independent when the 

number of nodes is larger than this threshold. 
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Fig. 9 Effects of mesh density on maximum von Mises strain 

 

Fig. 10 Effects of mesh density on maximum intracranial pressure 

Influences of the length of time step were also investigated. The applied impact duration 

also has duration of 5 ms. FE solutions obtained with different lengths of time step were 

compared. Results showed that the maximum von Mises strain and the maximum intra-

cranial pressure changed considerably with different lengths of time step. When the 

length of time step was reduced to approximately 0.125 ms, the values of the von Mises 

strain were almost constant. The convergences of the maximum intracranial von Mises 

strain and the maximum intracranial pressure are displayed in Figs. 11 and 12.  
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Fig. 11 Effects of time step length on maximum von Mises strain 

 

Fig. 12 Effects of time steps on maximum intracranial pressure 

Variations of intracranial pressure along the anteroposterior cord shown in Fig. 13 a) at 

different time instants are displayed in Figs. 13 b) – e).  
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a)  

 

b) c)  

 

d) e)  

Fig. 13 Intracranial pressure distributions at four time instances a) path of pressure; b) at 3 ms; c) 5 

ms; d) 7 ms; e) 10 ms 
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2.7 Model Validation against Experimental Data 

The proposed FEHM was validated against experimental data reported in the literature. 

The experiment results of cadaver impact test conducted by Nahum et al. [30] was used 

in the validation. In the experiment, a cadaver was seated and impacted on the forehead. 

To mimic real-world impact, the head was positioned forward so that the Frankfort ana-

tomical plane was inclined 45o
to the horizontal (Fig. 14). Intracranial pressures were rec-

orded by pressure transducers at five locations, i.e. the location behind the frontal bone 

and adjacent to the impact area (coup site), the location immediately posterior and supe-

rior to the coronal and squamosal suture in the parietal area (parietal site), the location in-

ferior to the lambdoidal suture in the occipital bone (one in each side) (occipital site 1 and 

2), and the posterior fossa in the occipital area (contrecoup site). 

 

Fig. 14 FEHM positioned in a similar way as in Nahum’s impact test 

To numerically reproduce Nahum’s experiment, the impact force was estimated from the 

measured coup site pressure in Nahum’s report [30], see Fig. 15. The impact force was 

applied to the mid-frontal area of the head model in the horizontal direction over an area 
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of 1,556 2mm . Similar impact force  was used by Chen et al. in their FEHM [38]. In the 

existing FEHMs, free boundary conditions are applied by assuming that the head-neck 

joint has no effect on the dynamic behaviour of the head if the impact is only exerted for 

a very short time (<6 ms) [50]. Chen et al. [38] considered two extreme boundary condi-

tions, i.e., free and fixed boundary conditions, to obtain the upper and lower bounds of 

the finite element solutions. In our study, the bottom of the neck was fixed in the finite 

element simulation. 

 

Fig. 15 Impact force retrieved from Nahum’s cadaveric experiment 

The mass of the head was calculated as 4.6025 kg, which is around the average weight of 

adult head cut off around vertebra C3. Pressure time histories obtained by the proposed 

FEHM at the five sites, i.e., coup, contrecoup, parietal site and occipital 1 and 2, together 

with the intracranial pressures measured in Nahum’s test, are plotted in Figs. 16 - 19. 

Numerical results from [38] using the free boundary conditions, which provides the upper 

bound of the results, are also shown in the figures for comparison. 
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Fig. 16 Comparison of coup pressure  

The intracranial pressure obtained by the proposed finite element head model is similar to 

the experimental data and to Chen’s FE results. However, oscillations are found in the 

numerical results. There are several possible reasons. The decay time of the viscoelastic 

material model is 14.2235 s, while the impact process is about 15 ms. Therefore, the vis-

cosity of brain tissues did not play a role in damping out the vibrations. For the proposed 

FEHM, material mapping results are obviously related to mesh density [74]. A finer mesh 

will yield a higher resolution in the material distribution [77]. To reveal detailed anatomic 

structures in head tissues, a very fine FE mesh must be used. However, the computational 

time required to run the simulation will be very long (about a few days with the available 

desktop computer). In order to reduce the computation time, the minimum edge length of 

elements was set to 2mm the regions where higher accuracy is desired, e.g., in the brain 

tissues. Coarser FE meshes were used in other less important regions. At the contrecoup 

site, the minimum edge length of elements was set to 4mm, which seems not adequate for 

capturing the reflected mechanical wave, as can be seen from Fig. 17. This deficiency can 
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be eliminated by further refining the mesh around the posterior fossa region, if more 

powerful computer is available in the future. 

 

Fig. 17 Comparison of contrecoup pressure  

 

Fig. 18 Comparison of parietal pressure 
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a)  

b)  

c)  

Fig. 19 a) locations where occipital pressure were measured and calculated; b) and c) occipital pres-

sure at location 1 and 2, and their comparison with experimental results 
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2.8 Prediction of Brain Injuries Caused by Angular Acceleration 

Impulse 

Angular acceleration with or without direct impact is an important mechanism in head in-

juries. The large shear strain and tensile strain generated by rotational impulse may cause 

cerebral contusion such as DAI. The mechanism can be demonstrated by an analogy of 

bowl of porridge (Fig. 20). When the bowl is given a rapid rotation (angular acceleration), 

a part of the porridge adjacent to the bowl will tend to move with the bowl and the center 

will tend to remain stationary. This relative motion caused by shear stresses can cause se-

vere injury to the brain tissues [80].  

  

Fig. 20 Shear strains produced by the angular acceleration of bowl 

In the proposed FEHM, the CSF layer which is the main cause for the large relative mo-

tion between the skull and the brain is modeled as solid elements with lower shear modu-

lus. In reality, because of its fluid-like property, CSF is not able to sustain any substantial 

shear stresses. A large relative motion will be induced by an angular acceleration. The 

ability of the developed FEHM in capturing the large shear strains induced by a rotation 

impulse is important for predicting brain injuries and thus must be examined. A special 
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loading condition where the head sustains pure rotation acceleration was investigated. 

The step angular acceleration impulse is shown in Fig. 21. The mechanical responses of 

the head in the first 10 ms were obtained. 

 

Fig. 21 Angular acceleration impulse for the head model 

a) b)  

c) d)  

Fig. 22 Shear strain distributions at a) T= 1ms, b) T=2 ms c) T= 6 ms d) T= 9 ms 
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a) b)  

c) d)  

Fig. 23 von Mises strain distributions at a) t= 1 ms; b) t=2 ms; c) t= 6 ms; d) t= 9 ms 

The shear strains and von Mises Strains obtained at different time instants after the appli-

cation of the impulse are shown in Figs. 22, and 23. From the above figures, it can be ob-

served that the CSF layer indeed experienced larger shear strains as expected. Larger 

relative displacements between the skull and the brain are introduced, which is a high risk 

to the bridging blood vessels connecting the skull and the brain.  It was found from the 

above simulation large strains exist around the ventricle, which may induce diffused ax-

onal injury. This finding is consistent with anatomic results of Stage 2 DAI, which usual-

ly occurs at the corpus callosum and around the ventricles. Brain tissues around the ven-

tricles tend to rotate when they are subjected to a sudden angular acceleration while the 
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ventricle in the middle of the brain tends to keep stationary. The irregular surfaces of the 

ventricles act as a barrier for the brain to freely rotate around the ventricle. The large 

shear strains contribute to the rupture of blood vessels and lead to brain injuries. 

2.9 Investigation of Effects of Homogeneous vs. Inhomogeneous 

Material Model 

Due to the lack of direct experimental data on inhomogeneous material model, homoge-

neous material models are adopted in all existing FEHMs. The differences between the 

developed FEHM with inhomogeneous material properties and conventional FEHM with 

homogeneous material properties were investigated.  

The same step impact impulse as shown in Fig. 24 and the same boundary conditions 

were used in the investigation to compare the two different FEHMs. The FEHM assigned 

with homogenous material property is shown in Fig. 25. The model with inhomogeneous 

material property is same as Fig. 8a. In order to compare with results from the inhomoge-

neous FEHM in a reasonable way, material properties of the homogeneous FEHM were 

taken as the average value of the corresponding head tissues of the inhomogeneous model, 

see Table 3. For instance, the Young’s modulus of cancellous bone in the inhomogeneous 

material model is in the range of [5.393, 7.93] GPa, the Young’s modulus of cancellous 

bone in the homogeneous model is taken as 6.66 GPa. The rest parameters are assigned in 

the same way. The viscoelasticity model same as in the inhomogeneous material model is 

used in the homogeneous material model. 
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Fig. 24 Impact force 

 

Fig. 25 FE model assigned with homogeneous material 

Table 3 Homogeneous material properties of head tissues 

 E (MPa) Density ( 3/kg m ) Poisson’s ratio 

Skull 

bone 

Diploe 6660 1618 0.22 

Inner/outer table 15000 2131 0.22 

Brain Viscoelastic material 1128 0.4996 

CSF 0.5 1045 0.489 

Dura Matter 30 1130 0.45 
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The von Mises strain distributions at two different time instants are plotted in Fig. 26. 

Relatively larger strains can be observed in the inhomogeneous model, especially around 

the center of the brain. At t = 1.6 ms, the von Mises strain of the inhomogeneous model 

in the middle part of falx is approximately 0.007, at the same location of the homogene-

ous model is about 0.003. The maximum von Mises strain predicted by the inhomogene-

ous model is almost 2 times larger than that of the homogeneous model, while the maxi-

mum shear strain in the inhomogeneous model is 1.3 times larger than the homogeneous 

case at t = 5 ms (Table 4). The inhomogeneous material model predicts higher intracrani-

al strains, which is probably a more realistic prediction. 

Coup-contrecoup injury is a common brain injury during the impact. How the inhomoge-

neous material model would predict the contrecoup injury is of great practical signifi-

cance. The von Mises strain time histories obtained by the homogeneous and inhomoge-

neous model at the contrecoup site are plotted in Fig. 27. From the figure, we can see the 

opposite impact site of inhomogeneous material model experienced larger strains. The 

maximum von Mises strain of the inhomogeneous material model was about 4.9E-5 and 

occurred at 2.4 ms, while the maximum von Mises strain of the homogeneous model was 

0.8E-5 and appeared at 2 ms. For a brain injury based on maximum von Mises strain, the 

homogeneous material model would provide a more conservative prediction.  

Results showed that the inhomogeneity of the brain influenced the dynamic response of 

brain. From the viewpoint of wave propagation, due to the complex structure (represented 

by different material distribution), successive reflections and refractions of the local 

waves at the interfaces may lead to dispersion, strengthening/attenuation of the global 
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wave field which are difficult to quantify. The small – scale changes in the inhomogene-

ous material’s microstructure can have major effects in its macro – scale behavior (dy-

namic behavior of brain). In the current test, the homogeneous material model underesti-

mates the maximum von Mises strain during the impact process, thus the predictive abil-

ity of the FEHM using homogeneous material model is discounted. The injury criterion 

based on the inhomogeneous material model need to be further investigated. 

 

a)  b)  

c) d)  

Fig. 26 von Mises strain distribution of a) homogeneous model at t= 1.6 ms; b) inhomogeneous model 

at t= 1.6ms; c) homogeneous model at t= 9.5 ms; d) inhomogeneous model at t= 9.5 ms 
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Table 4 Comparison of stress/strains between homogeneous and inhomogeneous model at t = 5 ms 

 Homogeneous model Inhomogeneous model 

Maximum von mises strain 0.0088 0.026 

Maximum von mises stress (MPa) 1.6 2.37 

Maximum shear strain 0.0074 0.017 

Maximum shear stress (MPa) 0.41 1.03 

 

 

Fig. 27 Comparison of von Mises strain distribution at the contrecoup site 

2.10 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a new FEHM was developed to improve material biofidelity. Assignment 

of inhomogeneous material properties in the head model was implemented by using HU 

values of the medical images. This inhomogeneous material model was demonstrated 

more loyal to the real material distribution of head tissues than a homogeneous model. 

Based on the obtained investigation results, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
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1) The procedure of constructing FEHM with inhomogeneous material properties was 

established. Relationships between HU values of CT images and mechanical parame-

ters of head model were set up. Different anatomic components in the head were rep-

resented by different material properties inside the FE model. The FEHM with inho-

mogeneous material model provides an alternative way to those proposed in the lit-

erature, which has the advantages of simpler geometric model and higher quality of 

FE mesh. 

2) The FEHM was validated with experiment data of intracranial pressure available in 

the literature. Good agreements were observed in general. However, oscillations were 

found at the contrecoup site of predicted mechanical responses by the developed 

FEHM. A coarse mesh that was not able to capture the reflection of the waves around 

this site was one possible reason. The accuracy of the current head model was affect-

ed by the mesh density. 

3) The thin CSF layer was modeled by solid elements with soft material property. The 

ability of the current model in simulating the large strain especially the shear strain 

was demonstrated. In the predicted mechanical responses to an angular impact, large 

strains/stresses were observed in the CSF layer. These regions thus have higher risk 

of injury. 

4) The inhomogeneous material model has a great influence on the mechanical respons-

es of the head model. The brain simulated by the inhomogeneous material model ex-

perienced larger strain than the homogeneous model. The inhomogeneous material 

model predicted much higher maximum peak von Mises strain, and is thus more sen-
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sitive to head injury than a homogeneous model. A FEHM with the homogeneous 

material model may underestimate the maximum peak von Mises strain inside the 

cranium and thus the predictive ability of a homogeneous material model is discount-

ed. 
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Chapter 3 

Image-Based Virtual Helmet Design 

3.1 lntroduction 

There are two major head injury modes under impact, skull fracture and focal brain inju-

ries (contusions and haematomas). High localised compressive stresses induced in sports, 

military action, factory and traffic accidents by impacts are the main cause of brain inju-

ries. A helmet is considered an effective protection device to reduce the risk of head and 

brain injuries. The effectiveness of helmet in protecting the head from accident impacts is 

well documented. By wearing helmets, head and brain injuries is reduced by about 70 to 

88% and facial and mid-face injuries by 65% [81]. The mechanical mechanism of protec-

tion provided by helmet is based on mechanical energy absorption by the helmet materi-

als. Main components of a helmet include the foam liner and the stiff shell. The function-

ality of the foam is to absorb most of the impact energy and spread the rest of the impact 

force from the rigid shell to a larger contact area of the skull. The risk of brain damage is 

thus considerably decreased. When the foam is deformed by compression, it reduces the 

acceleration induced by the impact. The hard shell layer is used to resist foreign object 
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from penetrating the head and resulting in skull damage. Helmets made of composite 

shell have shown to be more advantageous than traditional ones made of steel and ther-

moplastic shells, in terms of helmet weight and impact resistance [82, 83]. Composite 

materials not only have desired mechanical properties, but also offer greater flexibility in 

design. 

A well designed helmet should be able to absorb as much mechanical energy as possible 

and to distribute the rest of impact energy to the largest possible contact area between the 

liner and the head. The liner part of the helmet plays a critical role in the energy absorp-

tion and the stiff shell layer acts as a protector from penetration. Therefore, influences of 

changing liner parameters and the stiffness of the shell on the dynamic behaviours of a 

helmet under impact must be investigated. Parametric studies were conducted to find out 

how changed parameters of the liner and the shell would affect the dynamic behaviour of 

the helmet-head system. 

3.2 Construction of Helmet Geometric Model 

The inner surface of the helmet was extruded from the surface of the skull to make the 

liner part closely contact to the head surface. An 8 nodes brick element solid 185 was 

used to model the elasto-plastic material properties of foam. The outside surface of the 

helmet was composed of five layers of composite material which is represented by Sol-

id46 elements. Contact elements were defined between the head and the helmet. The de-

veloped helmet-head system is showed in Fig. 28. The FEHM developed in Chapter 2 

was used in the helmet-head system. 
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a) b) c)  

b) e)  

Fig. 28 a) Composite shell; b) liner component; c) helmet model; d) head model; e) helmet-head sys-

tem 

3.3 Material properties of helmet components 

3.3.1 Composite shell  

With the rapid advances in material science and technology, composite materials have 

more and more engineering applications such as aerospace, automobile and sports. The 

commonly used type of composite materials is laminate, which is made by stacking a 

number of thin layers of fibres and matrix and consolidating them into the desire thick-

ness. Different ply angles of the fibres would result in different stiffness of laminate. 

Therefore, composite materials can be designed to have the desired strength. In our re-
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search, we considered three types of composite materials that are commonly used in 

manufacturing helmets. The mechanical properties of the three composites are listed in 

Table 5. Parametric studies were conducted to study the influences of stiffness of compo-

site materials on the dynamic responses of the helmet-head system. As there are many 

choices in laminate angles, we only considered the orthogonal layout, i.e., [0/90/0/90/0].  

Table 5 Mechanical properties of fibre reinforced composites [83] 

 
Carbon fabric rein-

forced polyester 

Glass fabric rein-

forced polyester 

Kevlar fabric rein-

forced polyester 

Density ( 3/Kg m ) 1800 2000 1650 

11E (GPa) 61.3 19.7 32.4 

22E (GPa) 61.3 19.7 32.4 

33E (GPa) 10 9.5 9.5 

12  0.0313 0.1 0.0484 

13  0.4 0.25 0.3 

23
 0.4 0.25 0.3 

12G (GPa)
 2.77 3.1 1.8 

13G (GPa)
 2 2.5 1.35 

23G (GPa)
 2 2.5 1.35 

3.3.2 Foam material properties 

The liner is mainly made of polystyrene foam, which serves as the energy absorbing 

component. The foam is a non-linear viscoelastic material. The constitutive law for foam 

material is based on experiments at various rates and includes the effects of foam com-
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pressibility.  Fig. 29 shows a typical stress-strain relation of foam material. The stress-

strain relation is characterised by three stages: (1) a short linear elastic stage at low stress 

level; (2) a plateau stage, -- the longer the plateau, the more energy it can absorb without 

increasing the stress; and (3) the final stage, which consists of foam densification. The 

mechanical behaviour of a foam material is related to its density. The area under the 

stress-strain curve gives the energy absorbed by the foam. The stiffness of a foam materi-

al increases with its density (Fig. 30) [84]. 

 

Fig. 29 Classical stress-strain relation of foam material under uniaxial compression [85]  

 

Fig. 30 Compressive behaviour of polystyrene foam with different density [84] 
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3.4 The protection role of helmet 

FEHMs with and without helmet were studied and compared to see how a helmet would 

protect the head from an impact. A triangular impulse having duration of 1 ms was ap-

plied to both helmeted head model and head model without helmet. Mechanical respons-

es of the head in the first 1.5 ms were studied. Dynamical responses of the head with and 

without a helmet were compared in terms of coup and contrecoup pressure, as they are re-

lated to coup-contrecoup injuries. From the results displayed in Figs. 31 and 32, we can 

see that wearing a helmet significantly decreases intracranial pressure of the head. With-

out helmet, the maximum intracranial pressure at the coup side is about 0.03 MPa and 

occurring at 1.1 ms, while the maximum intracranial pressure of the helmeted head is 

about 0.01 MPa and appearing at 0.8 ms. The maximum contrecoup pressure for the head 

without helmet is 0.09 MPa occurring at 1 ms, while for the helmeted head it is 0.015 

MPa occurring at 1.25 ms. The mechanical energy transferred to the head is greatly de-

creased by the helmet. Compared to the intracranial pressure value of the helmeted head, 

the intracranial pressure in the head directly exposed to the impact is much higher and 

thus the head has a much higher chance of injury. It was observed from simulations that 

the contrecoup pressure was even higher than the coup pressure without the helmet. This 

is consistent with clinical observations and suggests that contrecoup injury can be even 

more severe than the coup injury in an impact. In a closed head injury, the skull is abrupt-

ly stopped; the in - vivo CSF which is denser than the in vivo brain moves toward the site 

of skull impact, while the brain is lagged. If the extent of deceleration produces sufficient 

force to cause displacement of the brain relative to the skull, the initial movement of the 
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brain will be in a direction away from the location of the skull impact, resulting in initial 

impact of the brain parenchyma with the internal surface of the skull at the contrecoup 

location. This initial displacement of the brain toward the contrecoup location results in 

the contrecoup injury being of greater severity than the coup injury [86].  

 

Fig. 31 Comparison of coup pressure between head model with and without helmet 

 

Fig. 32 Comparison of contrecoup pressure between head model with and without helmet 
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3.5 Influence of composite shell stiffness 

Three different composite materials which are widely used in the fabrication of helmets 

were employed to investigate the influences of composite shell stiffness. The composite 

shell of the helmet was divided into five layers. Due to the limited composite material 

models available in FE analysis software, each layer is assigned with homogeneous and 

orthotropic material property (Table 5). A triangular impulse with duration of 1 ms was 

applied. The responses of the helmet-head system in the first 1.5 ms were studied.  To re-

veal the effects of the stiffness of composite shell on the dynamic responses of the hel-

met-head system, pressure at coup and contrecoup side, where brain injuries most often 

occurred, were investigated (Fig. 33, Fig. 34). No significant difference was introduced in 

the pressure at either the coup side or the contrecoup side by the different shell stiffness. 

The resultant maximum von Mises strains in the head for these three cases are also simi-

lar to each other (Table 6). There are two possible reasons leading to this phenomenon.  

1) The differences in the impact performance of the composite helmet are attributed to 

the values of shear strength and 12G  shear modulus of the lamina used. The in-plane 

moduli of elasticity and normal strength do not have significant direct effect on the 

performance of helmet [83]. For the three examined cases of material combination, 

the shear moduli of the composites are very close to each other (see Table 5). The 

major differences in three composites are from the in-plane Young’s moduli ( 11E  and

22E ).  

2) Microscopic failure of composite material in impact was not considered. However, 

the advantage of fibre reinforced materials is to absorb mechanical energy by allow-
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ing a certain level of microscopic failure such as fibre rupture and matrix cracking.  

Under a high energy impact, rupture of fibres and cracking of matrix in composite 

material is able to absorb a large portion of the mechanical energy. However, the 

above mechanism of energy absorption was not considered in the current analysis. 

 

Fig. 33 Coup pressure time histories with different composite shell stiffness 

 

Fig. 34 Contrecoup pressure time histories with different composite shell stiffness 
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Table 6 Comparison of maximum von Mises strains in the brain when different composites are 

used 

 
Carbon fabric rein-

forced polyester 

Glass fabric rein-

forced polyester 

Kevlar fabric rein-

forced polyester 

Maximum intracranial von 

Mises strain 

0.0292 0.033 0.0341 

3.6 Influence of foam material properties  

3.6.1 Foam density 

The density of foam directly determines the mechanical behaviour of the foam, see Fig. 

31 for foam stress-strain relations and the effect of foam density. In our study, different 

foam densities, i.e., 25 3/kg m , 80 3/kg m  and 180 3/kg m , were used in parametric study. 

The same triangle pulse was applied to FE helmet-head models with different foam den-

sities. The coup and contrecoup pressure, relative displacement (distance between the 

surface and the bottom of the frontal foam which is under the impact site in the impact di-

rection), contact pressure (on the surface of head under the impact site), and strain energy 

of the elements of foam under the impact site were used to study the effect of using dif-

ferent foams. The results are plotted in Figs. 35 – 39. 

The major function of the foam during the impact process is to absorb impact energy. Fig. 

37 shows that foam with lower density has the larger relative displacement, as a result 

much more of the strain energy is absorbed by the lower density foam (see Fig. 39), and 

the amount of mechanical energy transmitted to the head is lower. Intracranial pressures, 
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i.e., coup pressure and contrecoup pressure, increase with increased foam density (see Fig. 

35 and Fig. 36). The helmet-head system with higher density foam has larger maximum 

von Mises strain during the whole impact process, and thus has higher risk of injury (see 

Table 7). This can be explained by the relative displacement and contact pressure time 

history from the impact process. Lower density foam undergoes larger relative displace-

ment (Fig. 37), and more mechanical energy is absorbed by this larger deformation. From 

Fig. 38, it can be seen that higher density foam would produce a higher contact stress; 

and a larger reaction force is acted on the head. Contact pressure is directly related to me-

chanical energy transmitted to the head. Higher contact stress therefore means more me-

chanical energy will be transmitted to the head. However, it doesn’t mean the lower the 

foam density, the better the helmet will be. A foam that has lower density experiences 

larger displacement during impact. If the impact force is large enough, the foam would 

crush completely and the composite shell would touch the head, and it will result in a 

very large contact force.  

 

Fig. 35 Coup side pressure histories corresponding to different foam densities  
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Fig. 36 Contrecoup side pressure histories corresponding to different foam densities  

 

Fig. 37 Relative displacement time histories of different foam densities  
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Fig. 38 Contact pressure time histories of different foam densities 

 

Fig. 39 Strain energy absorbed by foams with different densities 

Table 7 Comparison of maximum von Mises strain with different foam densities  

 Den25 Den80 Den180 

Maximum von Mises strain 0.02531 0.033 0.0397 
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3.6.2 Foam thickness 

Pad thickness of the helmet is also an important factor that should be considered in hel-

met design. In this section, different thicknesses of foam, i.e., 10 mm, 15 mm, and 20 mm, 

were used in parametric studies. The obtained intracranial pressures from three cases are 

close to each other; however, the case with a thickness 20 mm has the lowest pressure 

(see Figs. 40 and 41). A change in pad thickness does affect intracranial pressure; a larger 

thickness would result in a lower intracranial pressure. However, helmet weight would 

also increase with increasing thickness. A heavier helmet would cause other types of inju-

ries, e.g. neck injury. Significant differences were found in the absorbed strain energy 

and the contact stress in the three different thicknesses. Fig. 42 shows that the strain en-

ergy absorbed by finite elements of foam under the impact site increases with increased 

foam thickness. This can be explained as the mechanical energy dissipates when the me-

chanical wave travels through the liner.  As a result, larger contact pressure exists in the 

foam of 10 mm (Fig. 43). Contact duration for the case of 10 mm thickness is about 1.2 

ms, while for the other two it is about 0.8 ms. The longer the contact duration, the more 

impact energy will be transferred to the head. The maximum von Mises strain of the head 

for the foam thickness 10mm is much larger than in the case of foam thickness 20 mm 

(Table 8). 
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Fig. 40 Coup pressure time histories with different foam thicknesses 

 

Fig. 41 Contrecoup pressure time histories with different foam thicknesses 
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Fig. 42 Strain energy time histories with different foam thicknesses 

 

Fig. 43 Contact pressure time histories with different foam thicknesses 

Table 8 Comparison of maximum von Mises strain due to different liner thicknesses 

 Liner 10mm Liner 15mm Liner 20mm 

Maximum von Mises strain 0.033 0.0293 0.0195 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Comparative studies on the effect of different mechanical properties of helmet compo-

nent on the dynamic head responses were performed. A helmet could effectively decrease 

the intracranial pressure in the head, thus the possibility of head injuries are decreased. 

The primary functionality of outmost layer shell is to provide protection against foreign 

object penetration. Three different composite materials that are commonly in manufactur-

ing helmets were employed to investigate their effects on the overall dynamic perfor-

mance of helmets. The advantages of composite shells are to absorb energy through fail-

ure. However, in the conducted parametric studies, due to the similarity of shear modulus 

and exclusion of microscopic failure mechanism, the coup and contrecoup intracranial re-

sponses of the head were almost the same. 

The main energy absorption mechanism of a helmet is to through the permanent defor-

mation of the foam liner. Mechanical properties of the foam are closely related to its 

thickness and density. The absorbed strain energy by the foam is higher if the foam has a 

larger thickness and its density is lower. More strain energy would be absorbed if the 

foam experiences larger displacement during impact. However, if the displacement is too 

large, it is possible that the inner side of the composite shell will impact the head, and 

transmits high impact energy to the head. Therefore, in optimal design of helmets, foam 

thickness and density, as well as the composite shell stiffness should be considered. 
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Chapter 4  

Discussion and Future work 

4.1 Summary & Conclusions 

In this thesis, we first gave a brief review on different FE models of the human head. The 

methods used in the literature for constructing FEHMs can be classified into surface-

based methods and voxel-based methods. The first step in these methods is geometric 

segmentation, in which different tissues of the head are separated. The boundary surface 

of each component in the surface-based method and the localizations of voxels in the 

voxel-based method have to be determined. Tissue components are refined as detailed as 

possible to improve the geometric biofideltiy of FEHM. A large amount of manual opera-

tions are required in these methods. Both of the methods are suffered from the mesh qual-

ity problem as the geometry of the components is very complex. For example, the surface 

of the cortex is irregular and has very complex geometry. But it is usually simplified as 

smooth surface to improve the mesh quality in the conventional FEHMs. However, the 

uneven surface influences the stress/strain distribution inside the brain. The FEHM pro-

posed in this thesis improved mesh quality without losing geometric biofidelity. The de-

tailed anatomic structure of the head was represented by the corresponding material dis-
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tributions instead of composing different tissue components separately.  This procedure 

avoided the cumbersome geometric modeling work. 

Another improvement in the proposed FEHM is in material biofidelity. Biological mate-

rials are inhomogeneous. However, due to ethical regulations and limitations in the ex-

periment techniques, inhomogeneous mechanical properties of head tissues are not avail-

able. The homogeneous material properties are instead assigned to head tissues in con-

ventional FEHMs. With the aid of CT images, inhomogeneous material properties have 

been assigned to bones. The HU values in a CT image are related to the mechanical prop-

erties of the bone by mathematical functions established from experiment data. Assump-

tions were made in this thesis that the material properties of soft tissues are correlated to 

HU values in a similar way. In the proposed FEHM, head tissues were divided into four 

main parts, the co-relations between HU values and mechanical properties for each part 

were established based on experiment data available in the literature. As no such function 

exists in the literature for the soft tissue, similar correlation functions were assumed for 

soft tissues. The proposed FEHM was validated by the experimental intracranial pressure 

reported in the literature. Good agreements were observed. The thin layer of CSF was 

modelled as solid elements with ‘soft’ mechanical properties. The ability of the proposed 

FEHM in simulating large shear strains was examined by applying angular acceleration. 

Observed from the simulations, there were large stresses/strains existed in the CSF layer. 

The influence of inhomogeneous material properties on the dynamic responses of the 

head to impact was also examined by comparing the results with those obtained from 

homogeneous material model. The model with inhomogeneous material properties re-
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vealed much larger maximum peak stress/strain during the impact. The results suggested 

that using a homogeneous material model would underestimate the injury predictive abil-

ity of the FEHM. 

Helmet is proved effective in protecting the head from injuries. Parametric studies were 

conducted to investigate the influences of shell stiffness, foam density and pad thickness 

on the performance of the helmet in reducing head injuries. Lower foam density and larg-

er liner thickness absorbed more mechanical energy during impact. Contact stress had a 

higher value if foam density is higher or liner thickness is smaller. The same observations 

were also found in the coup and contrecoup pressure. The stiff shell serves as a protector 

of the brain from foreign object penetration. Owing to the advantages of fibre-reinforced 

composite materials, e.g. high strength-weight ratio, they are widely used in manufactur-

ing helmets. The three commonly used fibre-reinforced materials were considered in par-

ametric studies. Microscopic failure mechanism of composite material was not consid-

ered in the simulation. Composite materials reinforced by three types of fibres, i.e., car-

bon fibre, glass fibre and Kevlar fibre, were considered in the parametric studies. Alt-

hough these fibres introduced significant differences in the in-plane material properties of 

the composites, the shear modulus were very similar. Both of the above reasons account-

ed for the similarity in the intracranial responses of the head. 

4.2 Future work 

Finite element modeling has become a more and more powerful tool in studying brain in-

juries. Intracranial stresses/strains are direct causes leading to various brain injuries. 
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However, in the research reported in this thesis, injury criterion was not covered. In the 

next step studies, head injury criteria such as Head Injury Criterion, Head Injury Power 

will be introduced and implemented in the FEHM. After intracranial stresses/strains are 

obtained by FE simulations, the regions where injury may occur will be identified. 

The inhomogeneous material properties of the head tissue were implemented by assign-

ing different mechanical parameters on the FE nodes. Due to the lack of the direct exper-

imental data on the soft tissue brain, the correlations between mechanical parameters of 

the brain and its HU values were established by making specific assumption. These equa-

tions need to be further proved by the experiment. The viscoelasticity behavior of the 

brain was considered in this research; however, in order to be compared with the experi-

mental data and save the computational efficiency, the impact time (15 ms) is smaller 

than the decay time (14 s). The viscoelasticity of the brain didn’t play significant role on 

the impact behavior of the brain in our research. For the further research on the mecha-

nisms of brain injury, the simulation time need to large enough to consider the viscoelas-

ticity of the brain. 

The protection performance of a helmet is related to its liner and shell. Although a lower 

foam density and a larger pad thickness absorbed more energy, it doesn't mean there is no 

limit. A soft liner made of low density foam would experience very large displacement; 

therefore, it is possible that the inner side of the shell would touch the head. On the other 

hand, helmet weight would increase if the thickness of the liner is increased. Severe inju-

ry would happen to the neck due to the large helmet weight. So an optimization algorithm 

will be introduced in the future to achieve an optimal design of helmets. All major pa-
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rameters will be considered to achieve an overall optimal helmet performance, e.g. lighter 

weight, higher stiffness and better energy absorption. 

The main advantage of fibre reinforced composites is their high stiffness and the mecha-

nism of absorbing mechanical energy by microscopic level damages. In the future version 

of the helmet model, micro-structural failure models of the fibres and the matrix will be 

introduced to investigate their effectiveness in further reducing brain injuries. 
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